Introduction This article continues the series of papers devoted to investigation of various constructions of polyadio groups as retracts and derived polyadic groups {cf. [3]-[8], [l 1 ] -[22]}.
In two recent papers [18] , [21] we tried to oreate a general theory of derived polyadic groups, extending and uniforming notions introduced by several authors, (of. e.g. [2] , [24] , [l]» [23] ). In contrast to previous papers, we consider only the case k = 1, i.e., the case of (n+1)-groups derived from (binary) groups« A paper treating the same kind of problems for k>1 is in preparation.
Some notions and notation
We shall use the terminology and notation of [18] and [21] (similar to those of [5] , [17] , [3] , [4] ).
The symbols (G,»), (G,o) will always denote groups with the neutral elements e and e' , respectively. Since we often consider two different group operations, we reserve the symbol x* 1 to the inverse element of xe G in the group (G,*). We denote by Cent(G,*) the center of (G,').
In this paper we exploit the notions of C-aystem <gr^;b > over a group (G,*) and of an (n+1)-group <j-°>b>-derived from (G,*). These notions emerge from several definitions given by -527 -various authors and they have been defined in [is] (of. also [21] ). By a C-ayst»*<<f°jb> over a group (G,*) we mean the sequence of mappings of G into itself and an element b e G. It will be eoawwniant to use the following abbreviation. n i The symbol <y;b> dainotaa a C-system <y";b> where = f (note that this oonveatloa has already been used for the oondition H).
The notion of a ik+1)-ary retract of an (n+1)-group has been given in [3] and : [•] (although under different names it waB studied be for« fcy other authors). Here we define only the speoial kind of ratsseta whioh we treat in this paper. Namely, writing (0,°) • Balt-foB,*) we mean that xoy = d-y (in [3] this 1 Pi group was denoted by ®a*j ,c (G,»).
Modification tfeaarama for the oondition H and pertain its strengtheniqga
Consider a eandlltion C whioh is, as usual, stronger than the oondition G {«f" [18] , [5] ). Any C-system <ff®;b> over a
A question arisaa bom «an find all C-systems <5°;c> over a group (G,°) (here iG,®) may be different from (G,*)) such that ft ..(S,*) = |fi,f). Another question may be formulated as f0II0W8. Let be a C-system over (G,°) such that der?. K ."(G,»J « <dar° " .i,(G,*). Find the relations between the C-systsae <5°jc> and as well as between the groups (G,°) and Theorems resolving this type of questions related to some condition C will be referred to as modification theorems and the system <8°jc> as a C-modifioation of <rf}b>.
In this section mo give such theorems for the condition H and some its strengthenings. These theorems will be used in [22] -529 - The situation simplifies considerably whea we assume that both systems under considerations: <<jT;b> and its modification <6jo> are H*-systems over the same group {G, *). Corollary 2. Let <3*;b> and <6j«> be H-systems over the same group (G,*). If (5) derJ ;b (G,*) -dermic,.), then * 6 and b * a. From Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 one oan deduce similar statements for some other conditions stronger than H. All conditions considerad below were described in [21] (the eondition B was originally denoted by B^)• Proposition 1. Let <to>eB(0,*). Then <o> e B(G,°) and
if and only if there exists dc Cent(0,») such that (2) holds and
Proof. Assume that <o)el(G,») (i.e., <6)C>, where 6 -id Q , is an H-system over (G t°) ) and (6) holds. According to Theorem 1 there exists deG suoh that (2), (3), (4) hold. From (3) we infer that deCent(G,*). Prom (4) we get (7) .
Conversely, let deCent(G,*). Corollary 1 applied to the B-system <b> implies that <c>, where c = d~n"^*b t is an B-eystem over the group (G,°) • Bat d (0,«) and (6) holds. Corollary 3.
Let <b> e B(G,*) and let d « G. Then the system <e> given by (7) is an B-system over (G,°) -= Ret d (G,.) and (6) holds if and only if dcC«nt(G,*).
/Proposition 2.
Let <b> e B(G,»). Then <c> e B(G,°) and (6) holds if and only if there exists deCent(G,*) such that (2) aad (7) hold.
Let <c>eK(G,o) and let (6) hold. Sinoe <o> Is already an E-system, by Proposition 1 there exists de Cent(G,•) such thjt (2) and (7) hold.
Conversely, let deCent(G,*). The system <b> is, by assump-
tion, a B-system, i.e., b = b , where beCent(G,«). According to Proposition 1 the system <c> given by (7) Proof. Assume that <6> ePH(G,°) (i.e., the system <6;c>, where c = e' is the neutral element of (G,o), is an H-system over (G,o)) and let (8) hold. According to Theorem 1 there exists deG such that (2), (3), and (4} hold. From (4) we get (10) e' = d-1 .ff(d-1 )'ff 2 (<r 1 )'...'r Il (<r 1 ).
But (in view of (2)) e' = d" 1 , whence
sinoe 2f n = By assumption Aut(G,«), hence (11) implies (9).
-532 -Conversely, assume that an element d eG satisfies (9) and (G,°) = Retd(G,«). Prom (9) we get (11) and, in turn, (11) implies (10) . From Theorem 1 we infer that <6;c>, where S and c are given by (3) and (4)f is an H-system over (G,°) and (8) holds. Prom (4) and (10) it follows that c = e'; thus <8> e e PH(G,°). Corollary 5.
Let <jf> € PH(G,«) and let d e G. Then the system <6> given by (3) is a PH-system over (Gto) = = Retd(G,*) and (8) holds if and only if d satisfies (9).
To investigate some modifications of PE^-systems we shall use the following lemmas. 
-t times
For t>0 formula (12) is evident. Proposition 4. Let <2r;b> e Et(G,«). Then <5;c> eBt(G,°) and (1) holds if and only if there exists deCent(G,>) such that (2) holds and (13) 5(x) = x^d*" 1 ,
Proof. Assume that <6;c> eBt(G,°) and (1) holds. According to Theorem 1 there exists deG such that (2), (3), and (4) hold. The equality (3) in view of (12) takes tke following form: (15) (x'd)*"^ »x = d^.x^d*.
-533 -
Siaoe the mapping x h-» x is an automorphism of (G,*), the equality (15) implies
From (16) it follows that dcCent(G,.); so (3) takes the form (13) . «»6 equality (4) takes the form (14) (as ^(d -1 ) -
Conversely, let deCent(G,*). Consider the system <6;c>, where 5 and e are given by (13) and (14) . Formula (13) implies (12). On the other hand, (13) and (14) take the form (3) and (4) Let <ff»t>> c B t (G,*) and let d e G. Then the system <5jc> given by (13) and (14) is an B^-system over (G,°) = Ret d (G,*) and (1) For t = -1 Corollaries 7 and 8 take a considerably simpler form.
Corollary 9. Let<2r>«PE_ 1 (G.*) and let n be even. Then <5> ePB_ 1 (G,°) and (8) holds if and only if tfaara exists dcG such that (2) holds and -534 - (18) 8(x) -x" 1 »d" 2 Corollary 10. Let <%• > e PB_ 1 (G,*), d e C and let n be even. Then the system <5> given by (18) is a PB_.,-system over (G,o) = Ret d (G,*) and (8) holds. Corollary 11.
Let <y> e PB_ 1 (G, •) and let n be odd. If <5> e PB_ 1 (G,o) and (8) holds, then (G,°) = (c,*) and 5 = y. Corollary 12.
Let <j> e PB_^(G,•), d e G and let n be odd. Then the system <5> given by (18) 
Modifications of groups for the condition H and certain its 'strengthenings
We will apply the theory developed in previous sections to the following problem. Let (G,f) be an (n+1)-giroup and let <y^;b> be an n-C-creating system of (. (G,o) a C-modification of (G,*) with respect to <;f®j'l»>« Here we describe these groups for the conditions considered above» We show, in particular, that far ths condition H (thus also, for any condition stronger than H) all such groups are isom^-T h e ore m 2. Let <J }b> e H(G,•). Then <?|*; to> eH(G,°) and phic (19) der £.b(V) = der®. h (G,°) if and only if
where deCent(G,-) and -535 - Proof. Assume that <3";b>eH(G,°) and (19) holds. According to Theorem 1 there exists d e G such that (G,°) = = Retd(a,«) and (22) y
Putting in (22) x = e we get (20) ; hence it is easy to check that d e Cent(Gf•). In turn, using (20) and the fact that ycAut(G,«) we get (21) from (23).
Conversely, take an element deCent(G,*) satisfying (20) and (21) . With the aid of the element d form a system <5;c> as described in Theorem 1, i.e., S and c are given by (3) and ( GCD(t-1,n). Then <y> ePBt(G,°) and (25) holds if  and only if (G,o) is given by (2) where deCent(G,*) 
